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Pentagon urges Syria caution
Trump hesitates on strike
for now, but officials say it’s
likely to happen eventually
By HELENE COOPER, THOMAS
GIBBONS-NEFF AND PETER BAKER
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — Defense Secretary Jim Mattis sought on Thursday
to slow down an imminent strike on
Syria, reflecting mounting concerns
at the Pentagon that a concerted
bombing campaign could escalate

into a wider conflict between Russia,
Iran and the West.
During a closed-door White House
meeting, officials said Mattis pushed
for more evidence of President
Bashar Assad’s role in a suspected
chemical attack last weekend that
would assure the world that military
action was necessary.
Despite the caution, two Defense
Department officials predicted it
would be difficult to pull back from
punishing airstrikes, given President Donald Trump’s threat on Twitter a day earlier of U.S. missiles that

“will be coming, nice and new and
‘smart.’ ”
Mattis publicly raised the warning
on Thursday morning, telling the
House Armed Services Committee
that retaliation must be balanced
against the threat of a wider war.
“We are trying to stop the murder
of innocent people. But on a strategic
level, it’s how do we keep this from
escalating out of control — if you get
my drift on that,” Mattis said.
Hours later, after detailing his
concerns at the White House, the
president’s top national security ad-

visers ended an afternoon meeting
without a decision to attack, said
Sarah Huckabee Sanders, the press
secretary.
Diplomatic efforts continued deep
into the evening, with Trump agreeing in a phone call with Prime Minister Theresa May of Britain that “it
was vital that the use of chemical
weapons did not go unchallenged,”
Downing Street said in a statement.
The two leaders committed to “keep
working closely together on the
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COUNTY SHERIFF RACE » Candidates meet to debate cannabis,
exchange criticism about their qualifications and leadership

Barbed battle for a badge

Villa
Capri
lawsuit
expands
More alleging senior
home failed to protect
residents during fires
By RANDI ROSSMANN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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Candidates for Sonoma County Sheriff, from left, Mark Essick, John Mutz, and Ernesto Olivares (via teleconference) debate cannabis-related topics
Thursday at the Glaser Center in Santa Rosa . The three are vying to replace Sheriff Rob Giordano.
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A candidates’ forum focusing on cannabis issues in
the hotly contested race for Sonoma County Sheriff
took a while to warm up Thursday, but by the end the
three candidates showed their willingness to trade
barbs over their qualifications and leadership.
Mark Essick, a captain in the Sonoma County
Sheriff’s Office, John Mutz, a former Los Angeles
police station commander, and Ernesto Olivares, a
former Santa Rosa Police lieutenant and current city
councilman, initially avoided criticizing one another
during the 90-minute forum, which was hosted by
several area cannabis advocacy groups.
The three lawmen focused on their different visions for the department and ideas about how the department’s role has changed, or should, in an era of
legal marijuana. But toward the end, Mutz, given the
chance to offer a final rebuttal, reiterated his appeal

Jarred Martinez, a buyer with OrganiCann, right, listens intently during the debate.

Sonoma County sheriff’s Detective Joey Horsman was off
duty when he sped early Oct.
9 to the Fountaingrove senior
home that cared for his 92-yearold grandmother, who was inside
as flames from the fast-moving
Tubbs fire advanced on the Santa
Rosa facility.
Horsman rescued his grandmother and collected six other
residents at Oakmont of Villa
Capri, driving them down the
hill to safety in a facility van before flames prevented him from
returning for more people, according to new claims advanced
this week in an amended lawsuit
against the care home’s owners
and operators.
Horsman feared everyone left
at Villa Capri was dead and that
he too wouldn’t make it out alive,
according to the amended complaint.
“When he got to Villa Capri he
saw a wall of flames and assumed
at that point that all of the residents that had been left behind
had died,” the suit said. He turned
the van around and “because of
the flames he called his pregnant
wife to say goodbye to her.”
Horsman, 36, of Santa Rosa,
his grandmother Inez Glynn,
and another Villa Capri resident,
Viola Sodini, 83, are among the
newest plaintiffs in an expanded
lawsuit filed this week in Sonoma
County Superior Court against
Villa Capri and two companies
that own and operate the facility, Oakmont Senior Living and
Oakmont Management Group.
An adjacent facility, Oakmont of
Varenna, owned and operated by
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Skip that 2nd nightly beer, live 6 months longer
DRINKING GUIDELINES » ‘Moderate’ suggestions are too loose,
study says after analyzing alcohol consumption, health outcomes
By JOEL ACHENBACH
WASHINGTON POST

A sweeping international study of alcohol consumption has found no overall
health benefits from moderate drinking
and calls into question the U.S. guide-
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lines that say men can safely drink twice
as much as women. The threshold for
low-risk drinking, the researchers found,
is about seven beers a week for men and
women alike.
The new report, published Thursday in the Lancet and boasting 120 co-
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authors, aggregated data from multiple
studies of drinking patterns and health
outcomes among nearly 600,000 people in
19 high-income countries.
Strikingly, the data did not show a
significant difference between men and
women in the amount of alcohol that can
be consumed without a drop in life expectancy. That directly contradicts U.S.
government guidelines that define moderate, “low-risk” drinking as two drinks

TV LISTING CHANGE: Our daily TV guide
moved online at pressdemocrat.com/tv-listings.

a day for men and one drink for women,
with a limit of 14 a week for men and
seven for women — with lower levels for
people over the age of 65.
There’s a transatlantic difference of
opinion about drinking limits for men
and women. Two years ago, the United
Kingdom revised its moderate-drinking
guidelines, reducing the limits for men
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